A Message to our Stakeholders
Dear LFW Members and Friends,

As you well know, we are all being called on to help lead our community, nation and world toward a healthier future in the
face of the coronavirus pandemic. It is a stressful time, but it is also a time for us to demonstrate care for our community as
never before.

Therefore, with sadness but without hesitation, Leadership Fort Worth is following the CDC, White House, Tarrant County
and City Guidelines and postponing our scheduled in-person classes for LeaderPrime, LeadershipClass, LeadingEdge and
LeaderKids for the indefinite future. In addition, we have re-scheduled the Leadership Outlook Breakfast from April 29 to
September 16.

It is our plan to deliver the remainder of content in all our programs through alternative delivery platforms until and unless
we can meet in person again. Leadership Fort Worth is about building relationships and connections among diverse groups
and individuals, so not being able to meet face to face is a significant loss. We are currently working to develop systems
that will allow us to interact in positive and empowering ways.

We are extending our recruitment time for the 2021 Leadership Class and will be in touch with more specifics. In the
meantime, please encourage good prospects to apply at http://bit.ly/LFWLC2021.

To that end, we encourage you to function as Community Trustees, focused on the well-being of the entire community,
especially the most vulnerable. Staying safe is a community effort. We encourage you to be aware of those around you who
are indeed behaving as Community Trustees during the COVID-19 crisis. Please share those examples by using this link:
https://leadershipfortworth.org/community-trustees-in-action/. Eventually we will want to celebrate leaders and actions that
bring us to recovery. Please check on this site from time to time to see the examples being submitted: they will be an
inspiration in these difficult times.

In the meantime, please stay safe. Take care of yourselves and your loved ones. Find ways to extend support and assistance
to those around you. Act with grace and care as you hold this community in trust.

We will be in touch, and we hope to hear from you.
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